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GaS Studio
GaS Studio è stato fondato nel 1997, con sede a

Milano, Roma e San Francisco.

L'attività dello Studio spazia dall'architettura

all'interior design, fornendo soluzioni integrate a

clienti nazionali ed internazionali. Gestito in Italia da

Andrè Straja, Giacomo Sicuro e Lenka Lodo, il

gruppo ha sviluppato, negli anni, un notevole elenco

di clienti, tra cui: Microsoft, Generali properties,

Babcock & Brown, British American Tobacco,

Vodafone, Pricewaterhouse & Coopers, Tiffany,

Burberry, Fendi, Axa, Fnac, Haworth, First Atlantic,

Nexity, Altarea, CBRE, Aedes, Sara, Coca Cola e

altri.

Ad oggi il team è composto da circa 30 persone, tra

soci, collaboratori e dipendenti.

GaS Studio was established in 1997, with

offices in Milan, Rome and San Francisco.

Firm activity ranges from architecture to interior

design, providing integrated solutions to national

and international clients. Managed in Italy by

Andrè Straja, Giacomo Sicuro and Lenka Lodo,

the group has developed, through the years, an

impressive client list, including: Microsoft, Generali

properties, Babcock&Brown, British American

Tobacco, Vodafone, Pricewaterhouse&Coopers,

Tiffany, Burberry, Fendi, Axa, Fnac, Haworth, First

Atlantic, Nexity, Altarea, CBRE, Aedes, Sara,

Coca Cola, and others.

As of today the group's workforce consists

approximately of 30 people, including partners,

collaborators and employees.

• Feasibility studies

• Space planning, test-fit

• Leed/Well/Breeam

• Masterplanning

• Concept design

• Design development

• Permitting

• Artistic Direction

• Consultant coordination

GaS Studio services



GaS Works
GaS Works è un branch tecnico di GaS Studio

che si occupa di progetti esecutivi, direzione

lavori e project management. L’obiettivo è

promuovere e sostenere il modello di costruzione

“alto ed etico” per la progettazione integrale

coordinata, progettando, costruendo e

riqualificando immobili.

Nato da professionisti con anni di esperienza alle

spalle, GaS Works propone una metodologia

precisa e stumenti avanzati come il BIM per gestire

le fasi del progetto, massimizzando la qualità e

riducendo al minimo rischi e costi.

Il branch si occupa di ogni aspetto architettonico,

economico ed organizzativo della costruzione: dalle

attività di pianificazione e programmazione tecnica

al controllo e monitoraggio dell’andamento dei

lavori, con la finalità di massimizzare la redditività e

l’efficienza degli interventi.

GaS Works is the technical branch of GaS

Studio dealing with executive projects,

construction management and projects

management. It aims at promoting and supporting

the "high and ethical" construction model for

coordinated integral design, designing, building and

redeveloping properties.

Born from professionals with years of experience

behind them, GaS Works proposes a precise

methodology and advanced tools such as BIM to

manage project phases, maximizing quality and

minimizing risks and costs.

The branch deals with every architectural,

economic and organizational aspect of the

construction: from planning and technical

programming to control and monitoring the

progresses, with the aim of maximizing the

profitability and efficiency of the interventions.

• Project management

• Cost control and scheduling

• Technical due diligence

• BIM management

• Working management

• Construction administration

• Commissioning

• Health & safety

• Leed/Well/Breeam

GaS Works services



Building renovation

Hotel and residential  

Retail and commercial  

Office and interiors  

Competition RIP

Project categories
We have worked on a wide range of building types,

including commercial, office, retail, residential, and

institutional facilities, being involved in both architectural

and interior design.

Abbiamo lavorato su una vasta gamma di edifici, tra cui

strutture commerciali, per uffici, residenziali e istituzionali,

gestendo sia la progettazione architettonica che quella

degli interni.



AXA Palace

Building renovation

Affori Centre

The Gate

Palazzo della Vetra

Green Place

Perseo DistrictMontenapoleone

Lainate UC

Fara

Heavy Timber

Homepage
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AXA Palace

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Building Renovation



AREA

12 000 sqm

CLIENT

Generali Properties

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• artistic direction

The project is located in the heart of

the new financial district of Milan,

near Garibaldi train station and piazza

Gae Aulenti.

AXA Palace
Milan, Italy

Homepage
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Building Renovation



AXA Palace
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Building Renovation

As such it sits at the intersection of

the older, traditional Milan and the

new “glass and steel” district that has

transformed the city. Our design tries

to capture this unique context as well

as acknowledging the prominent

corner the building stands on.

© GaS Studio



AXA Palace
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Affori Centre

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



AREA

12 000 sqm

CLIENT

CB Richard Ellis sgr

SELECTION PROCESS

Direct assignment

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The project for the renovation of the

Affori Centre in Milan, a complex for

real estate services, was developed

for CB Richard Ellis Investors.

Affori Centre
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Affori Centre
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Building Renovation

The intervention, which focused on

the reorganization of internal spaces

and renovation of the façade,

includes three buildings of regular

shape reachable by passing through

a tunnel. It is the monolithic and

characterizing element of the project

along the water routes. Running

through it, one reaches a big central

lobby, onto which all floors open.

© GaS Studio



Affori Centre
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



The Gate

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



AREA

12 000 sqm

CLIENT

GE Real Estate

SELECTION PROCESS

Direct assignment

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• artistic direction

First of all, we developed a feasibility

study that investigated the various

opportunities that this building

offered. From office to hotel to

residential, we examined a wide

range of possibilities, including a

number of options of restructuring.

The Gate
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



The Gate
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Building Renovation

Together with GE it was decided to

restructure the office building and use

this investment to show GE’s

commitment towards sustainable

architecture and savings energy. The

building obtained a class rating B for

Italian energy standards, as well a

LEED Platinum Certification.

© GaS Studio



Palazzo della Vetra

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Palazzo della Vetra
Milan, Italy

AREA

4 000 sqm

CLIENT

The Carlyle Group

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The project was born from the idea of 

transforming a traditional office 

building in a functional and innovative 

place of work. The high quality 

standard and flexibility of the 

designed spaces indulge the 

dynamism of today’s companies. The 

uniqueness of the building, translated 

into a recognizable sign, produces an 

image easy to remember and to be 

found.

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Palazzo della Vetra
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Green Place

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



AREA

17 000 sqm

CLIENT

Stam Europe

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The project on Viale Certosa is the

product of a competition won by GaS

with the french developer Stam. The

client’s objective was to create a

modern office complex following a

courtyard scheme as dictated by the

site and zoning considerations.

Green Place
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Green Place
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Building Renovation

The building is characterised by the

extensive use of glass and

aluminium, string courses on

concrete structures, and a bamboo

sun-shading system, which gives the

premises a natural component of

great importance and a unique

character.

© GaS Studio



Green Place
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Perseo District

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



AREA

11 300 sqm

CLIENT

Galotti

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• artistic direction

This building is located just outside

Milan, near the ring-road and subway

network serving the Rho-Pero Trade

Fair district and the Expo area. The

design comes from an analysis of the

potential connections to nearby

activities, urban considerations and

solar orientation.

The steel and glass structure was

designed according to the

requirements of national and

international companies in terms of

office flexibility and efficiency, with

the aim of allowing various potential

tenant configurations.

Perseo District
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Perseo District
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Via Montenapoleone

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Via Montenapoleone
Milan, Italy

AREA  

2500 sqm

CLIENT

Kering Group

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The project of the Palace in Via

Montenapoleone 23, concerns a

building with two street fronts: one in

Via Bigli 16 and one in Via

Montenapoleone 23, a facade subject to

the Superintendence. The building has

five floors above ground and one

underground for a total built area of

2,500.00 square meters.

The intervention is inspired by the

“conservative reuse”, aiming to combine

a restoration project with a reuse project

of the interior spaces and those relating

to the inner courtyard of the building.

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Via Montenapoleone
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Lainate Urban Center

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Lainate Urban Center
Milan, Italy

AREA

3500 sqm

CLIENT

AIG Lincoln

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• Schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The concept was inspired by the

experience of the location. The

Ariston used to represented a

meeting and cultural exchange pole

for the community of Lainate. We

were very involved in working on the

functional redefinition of what used to

be a small village cinema, a vital

place that lost its attractive power with

the advent of home cinema. In

continuity with the past, we wanted to

offer a project with the characteristic

of a space of culture and exchange,

which could host new forms of

socialization and art, updating the

place with new instances.

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Via Fara

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Via Fara
Milan, Italy

AREA 

5000 sqm

CLIENT  

AXA REIM

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The project is a unique possibility for

companies that want to have their

headquarters in the operational heart of

the city.

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Heavy Timber

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Heavy Timber
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Building Renovation

AREA

Confidential

CLIENT

Confidential

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

© GaS Studio



Heavy Timber
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Heavy Timber
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Building Renovation

© GaS Studio



Hotel and residential

Soderini

Piazza del Carmine

Mascagni

Porto Corsini

Govone 78Govone 66

Hilton Double Tree

Monneret

Milano Internazionale

Casa di Langa

Homepage

© GaS Studio



Via Soderini

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



AREA

2000 sqm

CLIENT

JV - Immobiliare 

Percassi / Reale 

Mutua

SELECTION PROCESS

Direct assignment

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• artistic direction

This project is aimed at middle class

and requires the realization of 11

housing units with one bedroom, 12

with 2 or 3 bedrooms.

The area is characterized by a series of

massive residential buildings with

prevalence of brown brick. The building

is located at the end of a block, in a

space flanked by multi-storey

residential buildings.

Via Soderini
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



Our design response was to dialogue

with the environment in terms of

colour, but rather than using a typical

courtyard/ front garden approach, we

opted to create a tower that distances

itself from its neighbours and is

surrounded by a private park.

As far as the housing units and their

organization are concerned, a central

core containing elevator stairs and

mechanical trees occupies the centre

of the building with the apartments

divided around the perimeter. The

building obtained class A (the best

energy class in Italy) and uses

photovoltaic panels, solar panels and

home automation devices.

Via Soderini
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



Piazza del Carmine

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Hotel and residential



AREA

1200 sqm

CLIENT

Generali Properties

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The renovation of Piazza del Carmine in

Milan is part of the conservation and

redevelopment projects in the historic

center. Subject to historical and

environmental constraints, the area is

part of the complex of the old cloister of

the Church of Santa Maria del Carmine,

renovated in the 70s by the architect

Belgioioso.

An attempt was made to carry out a

minimally invasive intervention, capable

of re-evaluating the architecture of the

place and dialoguing with the existing,

with a “light”, typically contemporary

language.

Piazza del Carmine
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



Via Mascagni

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Hotel and residential



AREA

5000 sqm

CLIENT

Sara Immobili

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The project for the redevelopment

and functional conversion of a

building located in Rome stems from

a study on the property in relation to

the context in which it is located.

The project involved the construction

of five duplex apartments with private

garden and balconies on the top floor,

and four levels with four apartments

per floor with different cuts and all

equipped with large terraces.

Via Mascagni
Rome, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



Via Porto Corsini

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Hotel and residential



AREA

4500 sqm

CLIENT

Alpina Spa

SELECTION PROCESS

Direct assignment

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

Porto Corsini 2 is an innovative

residential complex from the perspective

of performance, function and aesthetic.

The project proposes 2 different bodies:

a 14-floors tower and a lower 4-floors

tower for a total of 66 apartments. There

is great comfort for all users and on the

ground floor, transparency allows

visibility towards the park.

On the façade, loggias and vertical

parapets provide the apartments with

large terraces. In terms of sustainability

and energy saving, the project aspires

to energy class A.

Via Porto Corsini
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



Via Govone 78

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Hotel and residential



AREA

3200 sqm

CLIENT

Alpina Spa

SELECTION PROCESS

Direct assignment

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

Govone 78 was born in a private and

elegant setting a few steps from

Piazza Firenze. The building will be

built with the most modern building

technologies in energy class A to

ensure high quality of living and

strong containment of energy

consumption.

More and more performing modern

materials, advanced construction

technologies and innovative design

will allow to drastically reduce

polluting emissions into the

environment. The facade covered in

stone will provide elegance to the

complex.

Via Govone 78
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



Via Govone 66

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Hotel and residential



AREA

5400 sqm

CLIENT

Alpina Spa

SELECTION PROCESS

Direct assignment

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The building will be built with the most

modern construction technologies in

energy class A to ensure high quality

of living and a strong containment of

energy consumption.

Increasingly high-performance

modern materials, advanced

construction technologies and

innovative design will make it possible

to drastically reduce polluting

emissions into the environment.

Via Govone 66
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



Hilton Double Tree

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Hotel and residential



AREA

12 000 sqm - 240 rooms

CLIENT

G&W Invest

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The Double Tree Hilton hotel project

in Via di Breme in Milan was born

from the idea of improving the

receptivity of a booming area for the

business of the city.

Hilton Double Tree
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



The idea was to create a hotel (four

storey) with high-level features in

which the client could find every type

of comfort, both for business and for

relaxation. The hotel is equipped with

only the basement is kept.

technologically advanced conference

rooms and meeting spaces. The bar

and restaurant are also open to the

outside public space in order to make

the hotel a reference point and a

meeting place for those who live in

the city.

The quality of the interior finishes

takes shape externally in a body

recognizable by its uniqueness. The

creation of a glass front with special

shielding ensures that light is the

protagonist and that the hotel looks

like a beacon in the city.

The typology of the building,

somehow linked to the Milanese

tradition of the courtyard, is derived

from the reuse of an old industrial

warehouse of which

Hilton Double Tree
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



Casa di Langa

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Hotel and residential



AREA

42 ha – 39 rooms

CLIENT

Kum&Go

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

We have been selected for the design

and construction of a luxury resort

located in Cerretto Langhe

(Piedmont). The intervention is

located on a site of about 46 hectares

which is part of the UNESCO heritage

area.

The resort will have 40 rooms in

addition to the spa area, a starred

restaurant, a tavern, an underground

cellar, an outdoor swimming pool,

vegetable gardens and services for

activities in nature.

Casa di Langa
Langhe, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



Casa di Langa
Langhe, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



Casa di Langa
Langhe, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



Casa di Langa
Langhe, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



Via Monneret

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Hotel and residential



AREA

6100 sqm 

139 apartments – 266 beds

CLIENT

FHS

SELECTION PROCESS

Direct assignment

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The temporary residence project on

Monneret de Villard street aims for

the reconstruction of an old student

housing building in the Lambrate

area of Milan, with the objective of

creating a new energy efficient

residential complex for students. It

solves a series of critical issues of

various kinds related to the existing

building, including those related to

security and energy consumption.

Via Monneret
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



The existing building was a highly

man-made fabric, affected by a dense

network of pre-existing settlements.

For it was chosen to remodel the

envelope line through a new façade

characterized by volumes played on

the perimeter wall grid, all redefined in

the skyline through a reorganization

of the full and empty spaces and the

addition of further final levels.

The recovery / reconstruction of the

university residence in via Monneret

also proposed the careful study of the

materials and technologies adopted,

resulting in the achievement of the

energy class A CENED.

Via Monneret
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



Milano Internazionale

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Hotel and residential



AREA

11 000 sqm

CLIENT

Investire Sgr

SELECTION PROCESS

Direct assignment

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The aim of this project is to design a

new high quality student

accommodation located in front of

Milan University in the Bicocca area.

The building is characterized by

playful facade with variations of

glazed and white solid elements that

reference the homogeneous context

designed by Vittorio Gregotti.

Milano Internazionale
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



Milano Internazionale
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



Milano Internazionale
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



Milano Internazionale
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Hotel and residential

© GaS Studio



Retail and Commercial

Burberry

Tiffany

Fendi

Longchamp

TIM Concept A

Aelia

TIM Concept B

NespressoING Direct

Unicredit

Geox

Le Gru

Homepage

© GaS Studio



Burberry flagships

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Retail and commercial



AREA

2000 sqm

CLIENT

Burberry

SELECTION PROCESS

Direct assignment

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

For their first Italian showroom and

flagship in the heart of the fashion

capital, Burberry selected GaS with

FGS and Virgile & Stone for the

design and the construction of its

new retail landmark.

In close collaboration, both offices

invested their specific experiences to

produce a retail space that reflects

the latest thinking of Burberry, both in

terms of commercial layout and

cutting edge image.

Burberry flagships

Milan, Italy

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



AREA

2000 sqm

CLIENT

Burberry

SELECTION PROCESS

Direct assignment

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The challenge was imposing, to say

the least, as the project had to

resolve some difficult and often

contradictory issues. These included

accommodating a free-flowing

modern concept within a historic

building full of load bearing walls and

hidden structural “surprises”, and

reconciling a completely new and

untried concept within a tight and

inflexible schedule due to the

deadline of the Milan Fashion Week.

Burberry flagships

Rome, Italy

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



Tiffany flagships

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Retail and commercial



AREA

2200 sqm

CLIENT

Tiffany

SELECTION PROCESS

Direct assignment

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

GaS was commissioned by Tiffany &

Co for the design of their new stores in

Milan and Rome. The stores are within

two historical buildings dating back to

the turn of the century, located in Via

Della Spiga in the heart of the milanese

fashion district, and in Via del Babuino

in the heart of the fashion district of

Rome. From the outside, the elegant

shop windows advertise discreetly the

presence of the shops, while at the

same time highlighting the display of

the precious objects on sale. Internally,

the design challenge was the

restructuring of the existing structures

into elegant spaces to reflect the

Tiffany style.

Tiffany flagships

Milan, Rome, Italy

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



Fendi

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Retail and commercial



AREA

800 sqm

CLIENT

Fendi

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

The Fendi headquarter in Rome is

located in the historical centre of the

city inside a gorgeous building of the

XVII century called Palazzo Fendi.

The building hosts the showroom, the

Haute Couture’s shop and the

administrative offices of the Maison.

GaS was chosen as designer for the

extension and refurbishment of the

store at the ground level, which was

completely transformed to host the

new man collection and the

renovated woman shoes section.

Fendi flagship

Rome, Italy

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



Longchamp flagship

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Retail and commercial



AREA

1000 sqm

CLIENT

Longchamp

SELECTION PROCESS

Direct assignment

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• artistic direction

The store is a high profile retail space

located in the heart of Milan’s fashion

district, in the space formerly

occupied by Bulgari. The building

includes a spacious ground floor, a

small mezzanine and two basement

levels, the first of which is open to

the public. The pink stone façade,

under historical preservation

protection, characterized the soft

approach of the intervention on the

exterior, which was limited to the

restoration of some previously

altered pieces.

Longchamp flagship

Milan, Italy

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



TIM concept 1

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Retail and commercial



AREA

300 – 800 sqm

CLIENT  

TIM  

SELECTION PROCESS

Direct assignment

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• concept design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The design approach adopted for the

proposed concept starts from the will to

create a comfortable, interactive,

informal and dynamic shop.

Today, the extreme heterogeneity of the

exhibition and information system of TIM,

does not help in a clear and effective

reading of the space and products, or

helps to create an inviting environment

for the customer.

TIM concept 1

Italy

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



The new concept for Tim stores

developed by GaS Studio & OIL

Design Lab marks an incredible

change of TIM brand image that

appears at the market with an

absolutely new look and modern offer.

The projects starts with an idea of

creating a minimal architectural casing

that works as “neutral container “ for

exposed products and services, giving

enough space for multimedia content

with a futuristic appeal.

TIM concept 1

Italy

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



TIM concept 2

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Retail and commercial



AREA

300 – 800 sqm

CLIENT  

TIM  

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• concept design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The new concept for Tim stores

developed by GaS Studio & OIL Design

Lab marks an incredible change of TIM

brand image that appears at the market

with an absolutely new look and modern

offer. The projects starts with an idea of

creating a minimal architectural casing

that works as “neutral container “ for

exposed products and services, giving

enough space for multimedia content

with a futuristic appeal.

TIM concept 2

Italy

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



The exhibition wall is a large

continuous cylinder of anodized

aluminum. It is designed very flexible

in order to respond to changes in

commercial needs. The partition is

made with modular panels and could

be set up with shelves of different

sizes, blister holders, monitors, backlit

graphics and luminous naming. The

store has exhibition “islands” with

tables of different sizes that fit to

various shop layouts options.

TIM concept 2

Italy

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



LS Travel Aelia

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Retail and commercial



AREA

6000 sqm

CLIENT

Aelia

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The design for the new duty free shops

in the Leonardo da Vinci international

airport of Rome, is an interior design

project characterized by an innovative

concept of duty free shops based on

the idea of large and open spaces that

combines the modern design with the

displaying of the commercial offer. The

renovation, which involved

approximately a surface of 4800 sqm,

produced 8 large commercial areas,

divided into 15 stores. The supply of

international and local products is

clearly represented in the spaces

themselves, becoming their leading

motif.

LS Travel Aelia
Rome, Fiumicino and Ciampino airports, Italy

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



Nespresso

Homepage
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Retail and commercial



Nespresso
More than 75 boutiques worldwide

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



AREA

250 - 300 sqm

CLIENT

Nespresso

CONCEPT

Parisotto

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

GaS was invited in 2010 to a limited

competition by Nespresso. The

objective of this contest was to select

a new design architect which would

join the Nespresso team and serve

as a bridge between the concept

(designed by Parisotto) and local

architects worldwide.

Nespresso
Europe

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



AREA

250 - 300 sqm

CLIENT

Nespresso

CONCEPT

Parisotto

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

We fortunately were selected and

began the collaboration with

Nespresso which has so far brought

us to intervene in France, Belgium,

Portugal, Australia, Korea, United

States, Canada and Middle East. We

are delighted with the collaboration

that has ensued and particularly

satisfied to be able to work on all the

aspects of these progressive stores ,

pushing constantly for design

excellence in the very different

conditions we meet worldwide.

Nespresso
San Francisco, Beverly Hills, USA

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



AREA

250 - 300 sqm

CLIENT

Nespresso

CONCEPT

Parisotto

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

Nespresso
USA, Canada

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



AREA

250 – 300 sqm

CLIENT

Nespresso

CONCEPT

Parisotto

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

Nespresso
Oceania

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



AREA

250 - 300 sqm

CLIENT

Nespresso

CONCEPT

Parisotto

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

Nespresso
Asia

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



ING Direct store concept

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Retail and commercial



AREA

250 - 350 sqm

CLIENT

ING

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• concept design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

GaS Studio won the competition

promoted by ING for the creation of a

new image through the proposal of a

concept for redesigning the Italian

bank branches interiors. The

challenge posed by the tender was

twofold: to create spaces with a

greater propensity to consultancy and

sale of products and to make the

branches more attractive, welcoming

and friendly. In addition to this, each

site had to include the creation of an

ATM area, a welcome area, a waiting

area, quick and targeted consultancy

stations, a self-service area and a

video area.

ING Direct store concept

Monza, Italy

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



AREA

250 - 350 sqm

CLIENT

ING

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• concept design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The winning idea proposed by GaS

Studio was to create a concept,

based on “building blocks”, that

would be versatile, modular and

adaptable to any type of branch or

different for the morphology and

functional characteristics locations. In

addition, GaS Studio envisaged the

customization and design of a part of

the project’s furnishings ad hoc in

order to give distinctive features to

the new image of the group. This

also became possible thanks to the

collaboration with OIL Design Lab,

the industrial design company, a

subsidiary of GaS Studio.

ING Direct store concept

Milan, Italy

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



Unicredit branches

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Retail and commercial



AREA

100/ 800 sqm

CLIENT

Unicredit

SELECTION PROCESS

Direct assignment

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

Based on an existing concept, GaS

Studio took care of the restyling of 37

registered banks Unicredit, applying

the format efficiently and solving the

different problems which can emerge

by working in different spaces in

terms of type, size and commercial

location. For GaS Studio a

fundamental aspect of the

intervention was to favor large and

bright spaces aimed at welcoming

Customer.

Unicredit branches

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



Geox

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Retail and commercial



Geox

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio

AREA

100 sqm

CLIENT

Geox

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• concept proposal

The design approach stems from a

careful analysis of the existing

conditions of the Geox stores and of

their critical issues. Today, the

extreme heterogeneity of the

exhibition and informational system of

Geox does not help in a reading of

space and products. The great variety

of colors of the products displayed, by

its very nature, does not help to

create a pleasant and easy way to

read the environment.

The perimeter display system is the

dominant element of the new concept:

a modular system of shelves in white

oak arranged in long rows longitudinal

to the store, in a visual continuity with

baffles of the ceiling.



Le Gru commercial center

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Retail and commercial



Le Gru commercial center

Grugliasco, Italy

Homepage

Retail and commercial

© GaS Studio



Office and interiors

Autodesk

Magneti

Marelli

Abbott Dassault

InformaticaFirst Atlantic Klepierre

Microsoft

Cofely

Homepage

© GaS Studio

JLL

RCI Banque



Autodesk

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Office and interiors



Autodesk
Milan, Italy

AREA

1000 sqm

CLIENT

Autodesk

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

Autodesk chose GaS for the design

of their headquarters in Milan, Paris

and Neuchatel. The project located in

Milan is relatively small as Autodesk

has most of its staff out servicing

clients and procuring new ones. For

this reason much of the program

concerned client meeting spaces,

training facilities and desk sharing

scenarios.

Homepage

Office and interiors

© GaS Studio



Autodesk
Milan, Italy

The brief explicitly encouraged

design in its ability to reconcile an

international brand with the local

culture.

The building is in the heart of Milan’s

reconverted and trendy ex industrial

area and offers double height

volumes, large glazed windows, and

an inner courtyard. Autodesk is one

of the first LEED Gold interior

projects in Italy. GaS explored a

variety of different options for the

work and service spaces (training,

client meeting, multipurpose kitchen

space, phone booths, informal

meeting, etc.) but perhaps one of the

largest challenges was to find a

simple but at the same time very

specialized solution that can

decidedly express the Italian flair.

Homepage

Office and interiors

© GaS Studio



Autodesk
Paris, France

Homepage

Office and interiors

AREA

200 sqm

CLIENT

Autodesk

SELECTION PROCESS

Direct assignment

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

© GaS Studio



Autodesk
Neuchatel, Switzerland

Homepage

Office and interiors

AREA

200 sqm

CLIENT

Autodesk

SELECTION PROCESS

Direct assignment

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

© GaS Studio



RCI Banque

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Office and interiors



RCI Banque
Rome, Italy

AREA

4000 sqm

CLIENT

RCI Renault

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The new RCI Banque offices,

designed by GaS Studio are located

inside the large Renault complex in

Rome in via Tiburtina 1159. The

project involves two area s of the

complex that covers around 2640sqm

and allows to create a total of 242

work stations.

Homepage

Office and interiors

© GaS Studio



RCI Banque
Rome, Italy

Homepage

Office and interiors

The aim of the project is to design a

pleasurable place to work, full of light

and comfortable, that would feel

almost like home, inspiring workers to

exchange ideas, collaborate and

communicate with each other.

The idea of the new RCI Banque

offices is to create a mix between a

traditional office and the new trends

of smart office.

© GaS Studio



Magneti Marelli

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Office and interiors



Magneti Marelli work place engineering concept

Milan, Italy

Homepage

Office and interiors

© GaS Studio

AREA

5000 sqm

CLIENT

Magneti Marelli

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• concept design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration



Magneti Marelli work place engineering concept

Milan, Italy

Homepage

Office and interiors

© GaS Studio



Abbott

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Office and interiors



Abbott
Rome, Italy

AREA

6500 sqm

CLIENT

Abbott

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

An international company has chosen

GaS Studio to design the interiors of

its new headquarters in Rome.

The aim of the project is to bring

together, in a single complex, all

sectors of the company, associated

with the highest standards of

organizational comfort and well-being.

Homepage

Office and interiors

© GaS Studio



Abbott
Rome, Italy

The interior design project covers a total

area of approximately 6500 sq m

distributed over six levels: entrance,

meeting sales, private offices and open

spaces for workstations.

The project is characterized by the

solution of some problems related to the

new working method resulting from

smart working, and is therefore aimed at

exploiting the potential of the property,

the users’ performance, making the use

of space for the various functions more

efficient.

Homepage

Office and interiors

© GaS Studio



Dassault

Homepage
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Office and interiors



Dassault
Paris, France

Homepage

Office and interiors

AREA

150 sqm

CLIENT

Dassault

SELECTION PROCESS

Direct assignment

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

© GaS Studio



JLL

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Office and interiors



JLL
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Office and interiors

AREA

600 sqm

CLIENT

JLL

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

© GaS Studio



Informatica

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Office and interiors



Informatica
Milan, Italy

AREA

600 sqm

CLIENT

Informatica

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

The project concerns the realization

of the new Milanese office of the

company Informatica. The

intervention consists of the

reconfiguration of work environment,

partially designed as open plans and

partially with closed offices of

traditional type, introducing a series of

common equipments as informal

meeting rooms, phone booths and

break areas which favour the

development of a sense of community

and the creation of places for

exchange and sharing.

Homepage

Office and interiors

© GaS Studio



First Atlantic

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Office and interiors



First Atlantic
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Office and interiors

AREA

2000 sqm

CLIENT

First Atlantic

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

© GaS Studio



Klepierre

Homepage
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Office and interiors



Klepierre
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Office and interiors

AREA

800-650 sqm

CLIENT

Klepierre

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration

© GaS Studio



Microsoft

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Office and interiors



Microsoft
Rome, Italy

Homepage

Office and interiors

© GaS Studio

AREA

10 000 sqm

CLIENT

Microsoft

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• schematic design

• design development

• working drawings

• construction administration



Cofely

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Office and interiors



Cofely
Rome, Italy

Homepage

Office and interiors

© GaS Studio

AREA

10 000 sqm

CLIENT

Engie

SELECTION PROCESS

Competition won

SERVICES PERFORMED 

• concept design development
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Gattamelata

Homepage
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Competition RIP



Gattamelata
Milan, Italiy

Homepage

Competition RIP

© GaS Studio



EXPO

Homepage
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EXPO
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Competition RIP

© GaS Studio



Reale Mutua

Homepage

© GaS Studio

Competition RIP



Reale Mutua
Turin, Italy

Homepage

Competition RIP

© GaS Studio



Cascina Merlata

Homepage
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Competition RIP



Cascina Merlata
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Competition RIP
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Copenhagen
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Competition RIP



Copenhagen
Denmark
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Copenhagen
Denmark
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Monte di Pietà

Homepage
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Competition RIP



Monte di Pietà
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Competition RIP
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Marrakech

Homepage
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Competition RIP



Marrakech
Morocco

Homepage

Competition RIP
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Marrakech
Morocco
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Competition RIP
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Catania

Homepage
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Competition RIP



Catania
Italy
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Ciro Menotti

Homepage
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Competition RIP



Ciro Menotti
Milan, Italy
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Competition RIP
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Ciro Menotti
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Competition RIP
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Via Sarpi
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Competition RIP



Via Sarpi
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Competition RIP
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Via Camporgnago

Homepage
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Competition RIP



Via Camporgnago
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Competition RIP
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Via Canzi

Homepage
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Competition RIP



Via Canzi
Milan, Italy

Homepage

Competition RIP
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Palladium Verona
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Palladium Verona
Verona, Italy
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GaS Studio
info@gasstudio.it

mailto:info@gasstudio.it
https://www.instagram.com/gasarchitects/?hl=it
https://www.instagram.com/gasarchitects
https://www.facebook.com/GoringandStrajaStudio
https://www.gasworkstudio.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/gasstudio/
https://twitter.com/gasworkstudio
https://www.linkedin.com/company/gasstudio/
https://twitter.com/gasworkstudio

